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Because, I`m training Mid journey AI program.

 

 

This is how Facebook is spying on you.

I&acute;m in the top 10 Best Midjourney Alternatives AI programserien.

What is an Stable Diffusion Online.

Based on Stable Diffusion is a latent text-to-image diffusion model. Thanks to a generous compute donation

from Stability AI and support from LAION, we were able to train a Latent Diffusion Model on 512x512

images from a subset of the LAION-5B database.

 

-Becouse, This is how Facebook is spying on you, Swedish newspapers say this morning!

Darling's, I don't have Instagram and WhatsApp to claime it gifts , didn't accepted friends or do bussines, but

we see that FB does business on our interactions or comments in Sweden.

I have a mobile in my name but never answer because I am a responsible guest on the course.

Now FB is asking if I want to pay SEK 188 a month or leave all the activity to FB for their people, then it

will be free.

 

So overnight from 24 to 10 at 5 this morning I have only dilitated my activity in all the years I have left my

traces here.

"Facebook has been around for over 15 years and now has over 2.4 billion users worldwide. They also own

Instagram and WhatsApp, making them the biggest social media player ever.

It is well known that Facebook collects users' data in order to sell, store and analyze the data and adjust the

network and ads according to your needs,

But do you know how and when they use your data?

- Or what can you do to keep your information as private as possible?

In this gallery you will find the answer to these and other questions., click on to find out more"

 

https://www.dagensps.se/teknik/nu-vill-meta-borja-ta-betalt-for-ditt-facebook-konto/
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